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People with dyslexia can make great teachers
Frank Johnston

Teaching is far more than reading, spelling
and maths.
A recent ABC News article highlighted the
qualities dyslexic teacher, Lucy Senior of an
outback school in Blackall in Queensland,
brings to her classroom.
Her art enables students with special needs to
communicate in visual media.
Lucy Senior specialises as the Art teacher
Lucy’s exceptional visualisation skills enables
the neurodiverse teacher to bring a much
more diverse range of options for the
neurodiverse children in the school.

ABC Western Qld: Victoria Pengilley

Art work by Robyn Robinson
on completion of her dyslexia course in WA

Lucy brings ideas and options normally not
considered both for the students and for the
other staff at the school.
Lucy’s empathy gives a voice to the students
not usually understood by the neurotypical
staff in the school.
Attention to various creative
experiences results in a more
holistic education and more
complete personal development

Robyn Robinson takes a group art lesson around the school’s yarning circle
sports days or by simply improving the school
environment with posters and art works.

In a similar manner dyslexic teacher Robyn
Robinson, also as an Art teacher in a remote
location school, brought special qualities and
understandings to the classroom and
empowered the children to express their
ideas and thoughts through various visual
media.

In more recent years Robyn has established
Kajeet Art Therapy which enables people of
all ages to make a positive difference to their
Feeling good about their contributions, the
everyday lives, healing the things that may
students felt more comfortable at school, thus hold people back in their lives.
more enthused and motivated to make gains
in academic skills.
Art Therapy can benefit

Robyn identified as dyslexic and availed herself of a short course, taking a non-phonic
For the neurodiverse students under her care, approach to dealing with her difficulties with
literacy skills.
Robyn provided them with activities which
enhanced each student’s school experience,
As shown in her artwork, the course
allowing their creative skills to be expressed
transformed, positively, Robyn’s view of her
and appreciated.
dyslexia, realising it was a creative strength
she could use to benefit the students under
Students could take pride in their achieveher care.
ments which enhanced special school
occasions such as Anzac Day, Art exhibitions,

all people of all ages
Based in Cooktown,
Queensland, Robyn’s
service offers a wide
range of creative
experiences for those
who wish to engage in
life-enriching
activities.

I'm proud to be a dyslexic thinker… dyslexia gave me the freedom to pursue my dreams without barriers. Sir Richard Branson

Where are
they now?

We have heard about some of our former students
and we want to share a little
of their stories with you…

Thomas was 14 and, like most dyslexic people, was struggling with
literacy while showing he had creative skills and was obviously a bright
young man.
In 2014 he completed the 30 hour course with Dyslexia WA and, as his
mum says, he has come a long way since.
Now 22, Thomas attends Murdoch University where he studies History
and also works part time.
Spencer did his program in 2012, ten years ago, at age 12. He is currently completing his final semester of a Bachelor of Outdoor
Recreation with a minor in Counselling at the University of Notre Dame.
Spencer’s mum says the program helped him see what was possible for him. Spencer realised his considerable strengths and gained the confidence to use them to advantage.
Spencer really enjoys working in the outdoors with students particularly
those who struggle academically and he has been guiding school groups
on expeditions and camps across NSW, South Australia, Victoria (prior to
COVID) and more recently around WA. He is a great communicator and
enjoys talking and listening, applying the skills he has learned at Uni.
Even though Spencer’s dyslexia still causes him to struggle academically,
he has found ways to reduce the challenges such as using computer software that reads on
screen text. He records lectures (with permission) so he can listen to them again instead of
trying to take notes and listen at the same time. He also can access the extra reading time
granted during exams and written assessments.
A key to Spencer’s success has been to work with his strengths which include practical
application of knowledge such as the skills required for Outdoor Recreation (abseiling, roping,
hiking, kayaking etc.). Spencer will always prefer learning by doing and being able to recognise and accept that about himself has
really helped him to thrive.

Where are you now? People who have completed the dyslexia correction program are
welcome to bring us up to the present. Just send a recent pic and some notes. Thanks.

